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as of right now, getamped is only available for android and ios users, and getamped mobile is available for android only. for
the ios version, there are plans to add more features such as kiritsu (free skins), arena (ranked match and free-for-all), arcade
(arcade mode) and more. getamped mobile is also priced at a reasonable $4.99 (usd). overall, it is a really good mobile port of
getamped. 3d online fighting game with more than 50 million users with more than 30 million registered users! getamped is
an action-packed 3d fighting game with a wide variety of players, playing styles, avatars and skills. customize your favorite

character and play the fighting game with your friends and other players around the world! getamped 2 skins download with
high quality skins! all skins can be downloaded from a single website to play getamped 2 with your own skin style! all skins

are in 3d models, and you can change any part of the skin to match your play style. download all the skins that you like from a
single website, and you can play with your own skin style! getamped is an exciting action game! with more than 50 million

users and more than 30 million registered users in asia, the philippines is the leading online gaming market in asia! getamped
is the #1 game in the philippines! getamped is available in all major mobile platforms including android, iphone, ipad,

blackberry and windows phone! download the latest getamped 2 characters! the new getamped 2 characters, including the
latest unlockable characters, are available to download!new screenshots of the latest getamped 2 characters are available for

download! we are pleased to announce the latest characters in the getamped 2 game, including the new "amagi"
character!download the latest getamped 2 characters, including the new unlockable characters! you can enjoy the latest

getamped 2 characters, including the latest unlockable characters, by downloading the new characters! download the latest
getamped 2 characters, including the new unlockable characters! you can enjoy the latest getamped 2 characters, including

the new unlockable characters, by downloading the new characters! download the latest getamped 2 characters, including the
new unlockable characters! you can enjoy the latest getamped 2 characters, including the new unlockable characters, by

downloading the new characters! download the latest getamped 2 characters, including the new unlockable characters! you
can enjoy the latest getamped 2 characters, including the new unlockable characters, by downloading the new characters!
download the latest getamped 2 characters, including the new unlockable characters! you can enjoy the latest getamped 2
characters, including the new unlockable characters, by downloading the new characters! download the latest getamped 2
characters, including the new unlockable characters! you can enjoy the latest getamped 2 characters, including the new

unlockable characters, by downloading the new characters! download the latest getamped 2 characters, including the new
unlockable characters! you can enjoy the latest getamped 2 characters, including the new unlockable characters, by

downloading the new characters! download the latest getamped 2 characters, including the new unlockable characters! you
can enjoy the latest getamped 2 characters, including the new unlockable characters, by downloading the new characters!
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